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CLEANERS — DEGREASERS
AVL LUBRICANTS & RUST INHIBITORS

aVl light - The premium light lubricant and rust inhibi-
tor that penetrates and displaces moisture fast, leaving 
a delicate coating for excellent lubrication and rust 
protection. A fine, light film that resists the accumulation 
of dust and dirt. Ideal for drying and protecting electrical 
connectors and delicate machinery. Can sprays upright 
or inverted. P/N 09-02106 .................... .

aVl mediUm - The premium medium lubricant and corrosion preventor 
is specifically designed to penetrate and displace moisture fast. It leaves 
a medium weight oily coating for long term lubrication and rust preven-
tion. Can sprays upright or inverted. P/N 13-02963 .................... .
aVl thick - The premium thick lubricant and corrosion preventor 
penetrates and displaces moisture. It stops corrosion on contact leaving 
a thick coating for long term lubrication and corrosion prevention. Can 
sprays upright or inverted. P/N 13-02964 .................... .

AVL NO CHLOR
CLEANER/DEGREASER

The powerful flushing action and a high solvency formulation 
makes cleaning metal parts faster and easier. Penetrates quickly 
into hard to reach areas, cleaning thoroughly. AVL NO CHLOR 
Cleaner/Degreaser does not contain any 1,1,1 Trichloroethane 
or any solvents or CFCs known to deplete the stratospheric 
ozone layer. Evaporates quickly leaving no residue. Removes 
oil and grease on contact. This is the best non-chlorinated 
degreaser we have ever produced. 14 oz.

 P/N 13-02961 ......................... .
AVL ELECTRO CONTACT CLEANER

The premium aviation cleaner that penetrates fast, cleans and 
degreases, removes dust and dust buildup without leaving a 
noticeable film or oil residue. Both penetrate and dry quickly. Ideal 
for air and ground, electrical and avionics, and sensitive mecha-
nisms. Non-flammable.  P/N 13-02958 .................................... .

CRAZY CLEAN ALL PURPOSE CLEANER
Crazy Clean is an all purpose cleaner which is excellent for remov-
ing fuel stains, exhaust stains, an dgrease and grime from your 
aircraft. Ideal fro removing bugs from leading edges. Crazy Clean 
produces a cinging foam which cleans and deodorizes and leaves 
a clean, not waxy surface. Keep a can in the airplane to use when 
travelling. Recommended by Aviation Consumer. 15 oz. aerosol 
can. P/N 09-00563 ......................................

AVL FAST ACTING CLEANER/
DEGREASER II

AVL Fast Acting Cleaner/Degreaser II is a highly concentrated 
solvent designed to remove dirt, grease, oil and grime from 
metallic and non-metallic surfaces. Cleaning is quick and simple 
without the danger of injury to working parts. Ideally suited for 
use on electronic motors even while running, electronic equip-
ment, ignition systems, geneerators, power tools, etc. It is non-
flammable and non-conductive so it can be used while motors 
and equipment are operating. Cleans & degreases very fast and 
dries quickly leaving little residue. P/N 13-02960 ............... .

EXTREME SIMPLE GREEN AIRCRAFT 
CLEANER

Unique cleaning & anti-corrosion chemistry delivers superior 
performance and materials-safety all in one. Cuts through tough, 
built up grease, oil, dirt, pollution, insect residue & impact soils. 
Gets its superior cleaning from a unique “triple play” cleaning for-
mula. 2 high performance surfactants and new generation grease 

lifter/cutter combine to get the soil away from the aircraft surface quickly 
and keep it away so it can be cleanly rinsed away. Also able to go into 
oil/water separators and have oil break from solution. Extreme Simple 
Green’s safety upon aircraft materials and precision cleaning surfaces 
comes from a combination of proven anti-corrosion agents. Time tested 
coupling agent allows these to work together to battle corrosion & hydro-
gen embrittlement. This makes it safe to put through pressure washing 
equipment, rack wash systems, dip tanks & parts washers, without any 
equipment damage.
32 oz ......P/N 09-00809 .................. Gallon ......P/N 09-00810 ............. .
5Gal. ......P/N 09-01236 .................. Spray .......P/N 09-01241 ............. .

55 Gallon Drum ..............P/N 09-01606 ...................................... .
simple green saFety toWels - Non-toxic and Biodegradeable. 
Pre-moistened, quick and versatile with no color and no added 
scent. Non-abrasive and abrasive sides. .......09-01297 ............. .
crystal simple green indUstrial cleaner/degreaser 

- Use for equipment and machinery degreasing, parts washers and 
dip tanks, mechanized applicators. Non-toxic & biodegradeable, non-
abrasive & non-flammable.
 24 oz. (Trigger Spray) ........P/N 09-01298 ........... .
 1 Gallon .............................P/N 09-01299 ........... .
simple green hand cleaner gel -
 5 oz. ..............................P/N 09-01301 ....................... .

 1 Gallon (pump) ............P/N 09-01302 ....................... .
simple green 30 gal. parts Washer - 15” depth soak 
basin at deepest point). Stainless steel workshelf, flex spigot & 
nylon flow-thru brushClean out plug for easy draining, includes 
filter kit and circulating pump.  Overall dims: 36”L x 24”W x 
39”H. .........................................P/N 09-01303 ....................... .

simple green 4-Way proportioner -  ... P/N 09-01304 ................
simple green Foaming crystal indUstrial cleaner/
degreaser - Fragrance-free and color-free solution.
 P/N 09-01305 .............................
simple green concentrated cleaner/degreaser deodoriZer 
- Clean & deodorize grease filters/traps.

 24 oz. (Trigger Spray) ....... P/N 09-01306 .................... .
 1 Gallon ............................. P/N 09-01307 .................... .
simple green lime scale remoVer indUstrial/
institUtional descaler - Dissolves soap scum & mineral 
deposits. Deodorizes-contains no bleach, ammonia or phospho-

rus. Non-abrasive & non-flammable. Spray ....... P/N 09-01308 ..............
 Bottle ....... P/N 09-01309 ..............

MACH #1 DEGREASER/CLEANER
A citrus scented  degreaser and cleaner designed for the 
aircraft industry. This  surface degreaser is non-irritating but 
will remove heavy encrustations. Mach #1 (formally known as 
Big Orange Plus)combines solvent power with an emulsifier 
system  that removes hydraulic fluids, fuel stains, and exhaust  
soot. P/N 13-00031 .........................

AVL AIRCRAFT GLASS CLEANER
AVL glass cleaner is safe on all plastics and glass. It contains no 
ammonia. This foaming glass cleaner cleans and leaves a shiny 
finish with no residue. It easily removes bugs and grime from wind-
shields and all surfaces. 15 oz. P/N 13-02959 .....................

THOR AIRCRAFT CONCENTRATE
Thor Aircraft Concentrate is specifically formulated to dissolve the 
residue of exhaust, grease, dirt and oil. It is safe on all surfaces 
such as ferrous metals, aluminum, plastic. rubber, painted and 
unpainted surfaces.  Also a non toxic, non-corrosive, non hazard-

ous product.  Use 1 to 2 quarts of product per 5 gal. of water, depending 
on how heavily soiled the aircraft is. P/N 09-02122 ..........................

THOR BUG SPONGE
This product is designed to be used when wet, this foam like 
material will safely scrub away bugs, bird droppings and any 
other contaminants. It can be used on Plexi-glass and all 

painted surfaces.  P/N 09-00898 ...........................

THOR AERO DRY WASH
When you do not have access to water, this is the product for you. 
Simply spray it on and wipe it off. This unique product also has a 
polish in it to protect the painted surface. It also contains a corro-
sion inhibitor which protects the painted surface. Thor Aero Dry 
Wash is especially safe on plexiglass.

 8oz. .......P/N 09-01325 ............ .
 32oz. .....P/N 09-01326 ............ .

THOR TREE SAP REMOVER 
Having a problem with those pine trees & Nasty bird droppings? 
Well we have the product for you Thor Tree Sap Remover is the 
answer to remove that sticky tree sap. Even more effective on 
hardened sap and Bird droppings. Very easy to apply, just poor it 
on a soft cloth towel apply it to the tree sap or bird droppings and 
watch it be removed with ease! P/N 09-01958 .................... .

THOR AERO BRUSH
This a 10” foam block that is completely filled with a one threaded green nylon. This brush will effectively remove oil, grease, exhaust 
fumes, and other oily residues. 60” length metal handle not included, order separately.
 Thor Aero Brush ....................................P/N 09-00897 ............................................................
 Handle For Brush  .................................P/N 09-02097 ............................................................


